Abstract-Tracking multiple people across multiple cameras is an open problem. It is typically divided into two tasks: (i) single-camera tracking (SCT) -identify trajectories in the same scene, and (ii) inter-camera tracking (ICT) -identify trajectories across cameras for real surveillance scenes. Many methods cater to SCT, while ICT still remains a challenge. In this paper, we present a feature aggregation architecture called Composite Appearance Network (CAN) to address the above problem. The key structure of this architecture is called EvalNet that pays attention to each feature vector and learns to weight them based on gradients it receives for the overall template for optimal re-identification performance. We demonstrate the efficiency of our approach with experiments on the challenging multi-camera tracking dataset, DukeMTMC. We also survey existing tracking measures and present an online error metric called "Inference Error" (IE) that provides a better estimate of tracking/re-identification error, by treating SCT and ICT errors uniformly.
INTRODUCTION
P ERSON tracking is one of the fundamental problems in the field of computer vision. Determining multi-camera person trajectories enable applications such as video surveillance, sports, security, behavior analysis and anomaly detection. Maintaining the correct trajectory of a person across cameras is difficult because of occlusion, illumination change, background clutter, and blindspots due to non-overlapping cameras often placed far apart to reduce costs. Methods like [11] focus on target tracking using a low-level handcrafted feature. Although they achieve good tracking performance, they are still inefficient in solving the mentioned obstacles and are limited to scenarios where targets are known apriori. Some model people entry and exit points on the ground or image plane explicitly [3] , [7] . Few others [2] , [26] exploit data fusion methods from partially overlapping views or completely overlapping views as a pre-processing step.
Person re-identification for the purpose of estimating the similarity of person images which deals with data comprised of only image pairs, one for the probe and one for the gallery, is relatively straightforward with the use of metric learning methods [13] , [25] and feature representation learning [12] . However, in unconstrained tracking (Figure 1 ), person tracklet contains multiple images and therefore requires a way to fuse features/attributes to a single feature vector representative of the tracklet. We design a spatio-temporal attention model, Composite Appearance Network (CAN), where the network looks at each individual feature vector of a trajectory in the gallery and predicts how important it is to be a part of the final representative feature vector by incorporating metadata such as person bounding box and camera information. We also discuss the Inference Error (IE) evaluation criterion to measure the performance of online person tracking.
The main contributions of this paper include:
• Finding the optimization function that best exploits the variances between the appearance features (extracted from
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• Study the performance measures of a tracking system and demonstrate how they are different when evaluating/ characterizing online and real-time tracking performance. We formally introduce the "Inference Error" metric and emphasize on de-duplication.
RELATED WORK
Multi-person pose estimation in videos has been studied in [10] . They jointly perform pose estimation and tracking, but is limited to single camera videos. For multi-camera object tracking, input detections can be regarded as a graph and weight edges between nodes (detections) based on similarity [4] . When merging tracklets, trackers are dependent on the feature extractor/ representation technique to avoid high false negatives. For example, some trackers adopt LOMO [13] appearance features and hankel matrix based IHTLS [6] algorithm for motion feature. A hard mining scheme and an adaptive weighted triplet loss is proposed in [27] to learn person appearance features from individual detections. In [21] , an online method for tracking is proposed by using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks and multiple cues such as appearance, motion, and interaction. However, this solution is for single camera tracking and there is no proof of how well the system scales for multi-camera environment. In [17] , authors address the multi-person multi-camera tracking problem by reformulating it as a pure re-identification task. The objective is to minimize misassociations at every timestep. For this reason, the authors propose a new evaluation metric called the "Inference Error" (IE). The method, however, does not encode long-term spatial and temporal dependencies which are critical for correcting data association errors or recovering from occluded state. We discuss in detail the advantages of using IE and how it adapts to both online and offline tracking systems. An online tracking method, which is an extension of [17] , is presented in [18] . LSTMbased space-time tracker is developed using history of location and visual features to learn from past association errors and make a better association in the future. But, the model is not trained endto-end and the LSTM module needs to be trained on every new dataset to learn the space-time continuum of the camera network.
In [1] , local features such as Fisher vectors are compared with deep features for aggregation. Traditional hand-crafted features have different distributions of pairwise similarities, which requires careful evaluation of aggregation methods. In [29] , a temporal attention network (TAN) is proposed for multi-object tracking. It adaptively allocates different degrees of attention to different observations and filters out unreliable samples in the trajectory. Very recently, feature pooling has been explored to assess the quality of facial images in a set and sometimes it relies on having to carefully define "weighting functions" to produce intelligent weights. Neural Aggregation Networks (NAN) [24] fuse face features with a set of content adaptive weights using a cascaded attention mechanism to produce a compact representation. An online unsupervised method for face identity learning from unconstrained video streams is proposed in [28] by coupling CNN based face detection and descriptors with a memory based learning mechanism.
In video-based person re-identification works, researchers explore temporal information related to person motion. In [23] , features are extracted by combining color, optical flow information, recurrent layers and temporal pooling in a Siamese network architecture. Quality Aware Network (QAN) [14] learns the concept of quality for each sample in a set using a quality generation unit and feature generation part for set-to-set recognition, which learns the metric between two image sets. However, most of these methods learn each trajectory's representation separately and invariably rely on the individual features of person detection sequences, without considering the influence of the trajectory being associated with. Also, many use Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to handle sequential data (input and output). It is possible to avoid them by borrowing their attention mechanism/differentiable memory handling into a simple feature aggregation framework. Hence, in order to draw different attention when associating different pairs of trajectories, we propose to use orthogonal attributes such as metadata, that are learnt using different target objectives.
The framework proposed in this paper is inspired from [22] . The authors propose set based feature aggregation network (FAN) for the face verification problem. By generating representative template features using metadata like yaw, pitch and face size, their system could outperform traditional pooling approaches. Instead of building a siamese network, we focus on learning the pooled feature for gallery template (trajectory) while coupling the probe metadata beside gallery metadata. This way, we derive each trajectory's representation by considering the impact or influence of the probe detection in the context of data association.
OUR APPROACH
The input to the multi-person multi-camera tracking (MPMCT) system is a set of videos V = {v 1 , v 2 , .., v k }, where k is the number of cameras. The output is a set of trajectories T = {t 1 , t 2 , .., t n } across k cameras. Here, we take the tracking solution a step further by proposing a simple feature aggregation approach that can well distinguish identical pair of features from non-identical ones to maintain a margin between within-identity and between-identity distances.
Preliminary Appearance Cues
Given the input person detections in frame
T in a single camera or across multiple cameras over a time period T , we extract the appearance feature maps set
.., A T using DenseNet [9] . We train DenseNet on 25% of the training set (called trainval) of DukeMTMC dataset. Features of length 1024 are extracted from the last dense layer. The DenseNet used has 4 blocks with a depth of 121, compression/reduction of 0.5 and growth rate of 32. We run for 15 epochs with a learning rate starting at 0.1 and we train using stochastic gradient descent with batch size 96 and momentum 0.9. As the number of remaining epochs halves, we drop learning rate by a factor of 10 and drop by a factor of 2 at epoch 14.
CAN Architecture
The Composite Appearance Network (CAN) is shown in Figure  2 . The main component of CAN is EvalNet which evaluates the quality of every feature vector (FV) as being a part of the template (tracklet) by looking at appearance attribute and metadata simultaneously, and outputs a weight accordingly denoting the "importance" of that FV.
The terms "gallery" and "probe" in the tracking scenario apply to tracklets identified dynamically as time progresses and a new detection to be associated with an existing tracklet respectively. The gallery FV list is one of the inputs to the network. It is comprised of a list of appearance attributes corresponding to a trajectory in the gallery. Gallery metadata list is the other input to the network. Metadata for person detections include bounding box information (BB x , BB y , BB w , BB h ) as well as other external details such as camera number (cam id ). The probe metadata is concatenated with gallery metadata, which in-turn constitutes the gallery metadata list. Each vector in the list is of length 10. In this way, the probe's influence is also taken into account for learning weights for aggregation. Probe FV is the probe detection's appearance attribute. Consider n detections in a trajectory and corresponding appearance attributes of length 1024. Then, the gallery FV list is of shape (n × 1024), probe FV has shape (1 × 1024) and metadata is (n × 10).
EvalNet is a Fully Connected Network (FCN) with 4 fully connected layers, batch normalization and ReLU as the activation function. This FCN block produces weights w k such that n k=1 w k = 1, where k is the k th feature vector and n is the number of detections belonging to a tracklet. These weight predictions are then applied on the corresponding appearance features to obtain the aggregated appearance feature for every tracklet. The similarity between probe and aggregated FV is obtained using cosine similarity. The cosine similarity loss layer and softmax loss layer are optimized against the match label and class label respectively. During real-time tracking, we do not use entire CAN and instead, use only EvalNet to obtain aggregated FV given appearance attributes and metadata information for every tracklet.
CAN Training
Let g t and M t be the t th gallery FV and corresponding metadata vector in a trajectory. If F denotes the final composite or aggregated appearance FV, it can be defined as:
where H θ is the EvalNet function on gallery FV and metadata, parameterized by θ, predicting a weight that evaluates the relative importance of the feature vector using accompanying metadata. n is the number of feature vectors/ detections in the trajectory. We use orthogonal information such as probe metadata and gallery metadata to yield additional context that can help discriminate appearance features of an identity. If P is the probe FV, then the mean-squared loss function is defined as:
and the categorical cross-entropy loss function is defined as:
where Y (F g , P ) ∈ {0, 1} is the ground-truth match label, K is the number of classes (unique identities), y k is the ground-truth class label of the one-hot encoded vector y andŷ is the normalized probability assigned to the correct class. Given gallery-probe vectors, the objective of CAN is to find the optimal parameters θ that minimize the following cost function:
where m p is the number of examples in probe set and m g is the number of examples in gallery set. Batch processing: Since each trajectory may be comprised of a variable number of person detections, we would require CAN to be trained on a single gallery trajectory in every iteration as making batches of trajectories would be difficult. However, we work around this problem by coupling an additional inputtrajectory index t i , that corresponds to the unique identity in the batch that each person (features and metadata) would be mapped to. This allows us to gather multiple sets of trajectories as a batch, enabling CAN to converge faster. The aggregated trajectory representation is computed using only the corresponding features as indexed by t i .
Tracking
We also include the motion property of each individual in our framework for within-camera tracking. This would help address one key challenge -handling noisy detections -because velocities of an individual can be non-linear due to occlusion or detections being noisy. Here, we propose to use a simple method to aggregate detections into single camera trajectories and further merge these trajectories using multi-camera CAN framework.
Single-camera Motion and Appearance Correlation
Single-camera trajectories are computed online by merging detections of adjacent frames in a sliding temporal window with an intersection of 50%. Let i denote a previous detection and j denote a current detection at timestep t. If two bounding boxes, B i and B j , detected in neighboring windows are likely to belong to one target, the factors that effect this likelihood include: (i) appearance similarity and (ii) location closeness and is defined as score t ij , computed as:
where Dis(A i , A j ) is considered as the appearance similarity between two detections -given by cosine distance formulation
The output of this step will include a set of single-camera trajectories T s = {s k1 , s k2 , ..., s kn } from all k cameras. The number of trajectories n is not a constant and varies from one camera to another.
Multi-camera
Once we have associated detections to tracklets or trajectories, we use CAN as the next step for tracking. Tracking in multicamera environment is challenging owing to variation in lighting conditions, change in human posture, presence of occlusion or blind-spots. To handle all the above challenges in a principled way, we use CAN to weaken the noisy features corresponding to a trajectory and narrow down variances for an identity, thus making the trajectory representation more discriminative.
The input during testing is the set of trajectories T s and the output of this step is an association matrix, whose scores are determined using CAN. For every pair of trajectories, appearance feature maps and metadata sequences of one are considered as gallery FV and gallery metadata respectively; while the other forms the probe FV. Probe metadata is appended to each occurrence of gallery metadata. Using EvalNet, we obtain the aggregated gallery FV that corresponds to gallery trajectory's representation. The association score between aggregated FV and probe FV is determined using cosine similarity. In this manner, we perform pairwise trajectory feature similarity comparisons. Final matching/ associations are based on a simple greedy algorithm [17] which is equivalent to selecting the largest association score sequentially. This controls proliferation of fragmented identities i.e. a subject is associated with one identity only.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Performance Measures
In this section, we survey the many existing tracking measures and discuss their use cases. There are two criteria crucial to a MPMCT system: (i) single-camera (within-camera) tracking module and (ii) inter-camera (handover) tracking module. Few metrics evaluate the two separately, some handle both simultaneously. Also, based on the application, measures can be classified into (i) event-based: count how often a tracker makes mistakes and determine where and why mistakes occur, and (ii) identity-based: evaluate how well computed identities conform to true identities.
Multi Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA)
MOTA (Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy) is typically used to evaluate single camera, multiple person tracking performance. It is defined as:
where FN is the number of false negatives i.e. true targets missed by the tracker, FP is the number of false positives i.e. an association when there is none in the ground truth, Fragmentation is the ID switches, and T is the number of detections. However, MOTA penalizes detection errors, under-reports across-camera errors [4] and can be negative due to false positives.
Identity-based Metrics
We evaluate our framework on DukeMTMC using measures proposed in [19] : Identification F-measure (IDF 1), Identification Precision (IDP ) and Identification Recall (IDR). Ristani et al. [19] propose to measure performance by how long a tracker correctly identifies targets, as some users may be more interested in how well they can determine who is where at all times. Few critical aspects such as where or why mismatches occur are disregarded. IDP is the fraction of computed detections that are correctly identified. IDR is the fraction of ground truth detections that are correctly identified. IDF 1 is the ratio of correctly identified detections over the average number of ground-truth and computed detections.
Multi-camera Object Tracking Accuracy (MCTA)
Another existing multi-camera evaluation metric is multi-camera object tracking accuracy (MCTA) [4] . Here, both SCT and ICT are considered equally important in the final performance measurement. So, all aspects of system performance are condensed into one measure and defined as:
where the first term F 1 -score measures the detection power (harmonic mean of precision and recall). The second term penalizes within-camera mismatches (M s = ID-switches) and normalized using true positive detections (T s ). The final term penalizes inter-camera mismatches (M i ) normalized by true inter-camera detections (T i ). MCTA factors single-camera mismatches, intercamera mismatches, false-positives and false negatives through a product instead of adding them. In addition, error in each term is multiplied by the product of other two terms which might drastically change the performance measure.
Inference Error
Traditional biometric measures [15] such as FMR (False Match Rate), FNMR (False Non-match Rate) assume that the occurrence of an error is a static event which cannot impact future associations. However, in a tracking by re-identification system, the reference gallery is dynamically evolving, as new tracks are created (following "no association" outcomes) or existing tracks are updated (following "association" outcomes).
For this reason, we propose the "Inference Error" measure for tracking by continuous re-identification evaluation and is defined as:
where f ail t is the number of misassociations at time t and Det curr is the number of current detections. The inference error is a real-time evaluation paradigm which measures how often a target is incorrectly associated. We normalize it by the number of detections. It handles multiple simultaneous observations in any given time and also handles identities reappearing in the same camera or in different cameras. In [5] , similar metrics such as false dynamic match (FDM) and false dynamic non-match (FDNM) are proposed for biometric re-identification systems. We do not claim The main intuition behind counting the number of misassociations at every timestep is to reduce creating duplicate trajectories for an identity. Consider one true identity ID1 as illustrated in Figure 3 . Let time be represented in the horizontal direction. In case (i), a tracker mistakenly identifies two trajectories (T raj1 and T raj2) for the same person. While in case (ii), three trajectories (T raj1, T raj2 and T raj3) are mistakenly identified for the same person. If T raj1 covers 80% of ID1's path, identification measure would charge 20% of the length of ID1 to each of the two cases. However, inference error would assign a higher penalty to case (ii) owing to multiple fragmentations. Given a real-time large-scale tracking scenario with multiple simultaneous observations across multiple cameras, system designers and security professionals will want a tracker that maintains the identity of a person and effectively updates the reference gallery without growing exponentially. So, identifying where and when trajectories are broken is essential for deduplication. De-duplication is analogous to tracking framework, with the advantage of describing duplication errors (i.e., instances of incorrect "non-match" matching outcomes resulting in duplicate data, that would otherwise maintain the same identity) better.
Experiments on DukeMTMC
DukeMTMC Dataset
It consists of more than 2, 000 identities, with over 2 million frames of 1080p, 60fps video, approximately 85 minutes of video for each of the 8 cameras [19] . We report results across all 8 cameras to demonstrate the efficiency of our approach for MPMCT. We use the ground-truth available for the training set (called trainval) of DukeMTMC for evaluation. Only 25% of this set (we call this 'net-train') is used for CNN and CAN training and the remaining 75% ('net-test') is used for testing.
Comparison with Baseline
The reference (baseline) approach [19] for DukeMTMC is based on correlation clustering using a binary integer program (BIPCC). The task of tracking is formulated as a graph partitioning problem. Correlations are computed from both appearance descriptors and simple temporal reasoning.
Single-camera Multi-person Tracking (SCT) Results
Our system aggregates detection responses into short tracklets using motion and appearance correlation as described in Section 3.4.1. These tracklets are further aggregated into single camera trajectories using CAN. In Table 1 and Table 2 , SCT performances are reported on each one of the cameras. We compare quantitative performance of our method with the baseline. For a fair comparison, the input to our method are the person detections obtained from MOTchallenge DukeMTMC. The average performance (IDF 1) over 8 cameras is 96.58 using our approach and 89.18 using BIPCC. An improvement of over 8% is achieved in IDF 1, approximately 6% in IDP and 10% in IDR metrics. Thus, the results demonstrate that the proposed CAN approach improves within-camera tracking performance.
Inter-camera Multi-person Tracking (ICT) Results
We use CAN for ICT. This demonstrates the ability of CAN to scale to SCT as well as ICT. We compare our results with BIPCC using Inference Error metric and Identification scores. Tracking performance across all 8 cameras is presented in Table  3 . An improvement of over 20% is achieved in IDF 1, 25% in IDP and 17% in IDR metrics. Thus, the results demonstrate that the proposed CAN approach improves multi-camera tracking performance.
CONCLUSION
For representation, instead of using one random feature vector, we can use a set of feature vectors available for a trajectory. Using CAN, we can measure the relative quality of every feature map (spatial) in a trajectory for aggregation based on the location and camera information (temporal). Moreover, it can be incorporated into any existing re-identification feature representation framework to obtain an optimal template feature for SCT, ICT or both.
In addition, we study the error measures of a tracking system. We define a new measure that emphasize on tracker mismatches at every timestep. A traditional re-identification system aims at matching person images often on a fixed gallery and cite performance using CMC [16] and ROC [8] curves. However, with a dynamically growing reference set (gallery), it is important to investigate the mismatches. We hope this survey will benefit researchers working on video surveillance and tracking problems. 
